CQI Quick Sheet

Conducting Effective
Training Evaluations
Why Conduct Training Evaluations?

A primary reason training evaluations are conducted is to determine the effectiveness of the training
program. Training evaluations also can assist in decisions about whether to continue or discontinue programs.

Domains of Training Evaluation Measurement
•
•
•

Training Efficiency - examining the cost of the training.
Training Effectiveness - examining whether the training program met its learning objectives, including changes in knowledge and skills.
Training Impact - examining the impact of the training on participants’ attitudes, behaviors, and outcomes.

Domains of Training Evaluation Measurement

Planning Your Evaluation Design
Begin planning of your evaluation design by asking yourself “what do I want to know”? This
includes determining if your training has met its learning objective, goals, and intended outcomes. Training evaluations should always begin by thinking about what information they are
seeking, the best time and method for collecting data and what you intend to do with the information once collected. Consider the following questions when planning your evaluation design.
1. What is being evaluated?
2. Why is the evaluation being conducted?
3. What are the main issues/questions to be addressed by the evaluation?
4. Who will do what?
5. What are the resources for the evaluation?
6. What data need to be collected?
7. How (and when) will data be collected?
8. How will the data be analyzed?
9. What will the reporting procedure be?
10. How will findings from the evaluation be used?

Tip:

More information, including extensive guidance and tools, is available in A Guide to
Conducting Effective Training Evaluation available online at https://tinyurl.com/y78mnwvs.

Levels of Training Evaluation

The most widely used and popular model for evaluation and of
training is Donald Kirkpatrick’s four levels of training evaluation:
satisfaction, learning acquisition, behavior, and outcomes. Each
level requires different types of measurement, analysis and
allotment of resources, and results in varying degrees of information.
Below is an overview of the different levels, including what they
measure and practical tips for measuring these in practice.

Satisfaction (Reaction) Measuring participants
satisfaction provides insight into whether the participants
perceived the training as useful. This typically includes
questions about whether participants liked the format,
materials, presenter, facilities, or the content of the training.
Best Methodology: In-person paper surveys at conclusion of training will have the highest response
rate.
Tip(s): Use an agreement scale with 5-7 points to get variability among participants. Limit open ended
questions to one or two.

Learning Acquisition- The goal of most trainings is to increase participant’s knowledge or skills in
specific areas. Measuring learning involves providing measures that examine the knowledge and skills
participants acquire from the training. Learning is second level evaluation and one of the most important.
It can be assessed immediately after training but can also be assessed later to ensure the training “stuck”.
Best Methodology: Content based questions asked of participants both pre and post training work best.
Tip: If content questions are not used, post-pre questions can be used at the end of the training to ask
participants to self-rate their knowledge both before and after the event.

Behavior - Behavior is the third level of evaluation and requires a more detailed measurement. Behavior
measurements should be based on learning objectives and training goals (or theories of change) about how
behavior should change as a result of participating in the training. Behavior can be measured by self-report,
but that may not be the most accurate as individuals may think they have changed behavior but have not.
Best Methodology: Direct observation of a specific behavior (pulled from learning objectives or training
goals) both before and after the training.
Tip: If observing specific behaviors in court, use recorded hearings as an easy way to assess court
practice prior to training.

Outcomes - Measuring outcomes is the most challenging of the evaluation levels. To measure
outcomes, trainings need specific, concrete measurable goals, best articulated through a good
theory of change. These measurable outcomes can be assessed pre and post training. It is
challenging to match outcomes to trainings without conducing an experiment that shows a
causal linkage. However, if satisfaction, learning, and behavior evaluation measures are in place
and show positive change, then outcomes are more likely to have resulted from the training.
Best Methodology: Use a comparison group. Use administrative data (or case file review) to look
at outcomes prior to and after training, comparing training participants to those who did not participate.
Tip: If you cannot do an experimental design (randomly assigning participants to training), then be
as robust as possible in your comparison group. For example, compare training participants who exhibited
knowledge, skill, and behavior change to those who did not on outcomes of interest.

Tip: Contact CBCC for additional resources and capacity building around this topic.
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